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Abstract
Metal cutting operation involves generation of heat due to friction between the tool and the cutting
materials. This heat needs to be carried away otherwise it creates white spots. To reduce this abnormal heat
cutting fluid is used. Cutting fluid also has an important role in the lubrication of the cutting edges of
machine tools and the pieces, and in sluicing away the resulting swarf. As a cutting fluid, water is a great
conductor of heat but is not stable at high temperatures, so to improve stability an emulsion type mixed fluid
with water and oil is often used. It is pumped over the cutting site of cutting machines as a state of atomized
water droplet coated with oil by using jet flow. In this paper, to develop cutting fluid supplying nozzle with
ultra-thin oil film coating of water droplet, a numerical analysis of three dimensional mixed fluid jet flows
through multi-stage nozzle was carried out by using a finite volume method. Jet flow characteristics such as
nozzle exit velocity, development of mixing region, re-entrance and jet intensity were analyzed. Detailed
mixing process of air, water and oil in multi-component fluid were also investigated. And the important
flow information for advance design of cutting fluid supplying nozzle was drawn.

Keywords: Numerical analysis, Multi-stage nozzle, Oil film coating system, Jet flow characteristics,
Multi-component fluid mixed jet
1. INTRODUCTION
During the cutting process of metal and
nonferrous metals, high heat and pressure happen
between cutting tool and material as well as cutting
chips1-2). To bring down the high heat, cutting oil is
used as a coolant. However it would give rise to
serious problems of dermatitis, respiratory organ
obstacle, oncogenesis and environmental pollution3).
To reduce these problems, cutting fluid
supplying apparatus which use extremely small
amount of cutting oil by coating technology to make
oil film over water particle is developed. Nozzle is
used to jet cutting fluids in the apparatus4). In the
development of high reliable and efficient cutting
fluid supplying apparatus with jet technology,
application and consideration of fluid dynamics are
very important5-8).
In this paper, to develop cutting fluid supplying
nozzle with ultra-thin oil film coating to reduce
environmental pollution, a CFD simulation of 3-D
(three-dimensional) mixed fluid jet flows through
multi-stage nozzle was carried out by using a CFX 10
Code9). First, through the calculation of top nozzle (the
front part of multi-stage nozzle) hydromechanics
behavior of simple shaped nozzle is investigated. Then,
the whole complicated multi-stage nozzle is computed
to investigate mixing status of air, water and oil and
hydromechanics characteristics. Detailed jet flow
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mechanism such as nozzle exit velocity, development of
mixing region, re-entrance, jet intensity and flow pattern

in multi-stage nozzle are simulated.
2. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

The flow through the multi-stage nozzle was
assumed by incompressible turbulence flow. Finite
volume method with second order resolution scheme
and k-ε turbulence model is used.
Fundamental equations are the continuity
equation and the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
equations as follows;
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where ρ, u and p are fluid density, velocity and static
pressure. t is time and μeff is effective viscosity
considered molecular viscosity and turbulent viscosity.
In this paper, the turbulent viscosity was estimated by
solving the turbulence kinetic energy and dissipation
equation.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the
multi-stage nozzle which is actual model designed by
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Hantech I & P Co., Ltd10). It consists of the top nozzle,
water and oil spray nozzle, water drop chamber and oil
forming chamber.

(a) Solid model of multi-stage nozzle.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of multi-stage nozzle .

2.1 Computational grid
Figure 2 shows computational grid generated by
prism and unstructured type mesh for simple circular
shaped top nozzle flow. In this figure, the left-hand
side represents top nozzle which is designed by
convergent-divergent nozzle with consideration of jet
intensity and the scattering of cutting fluid. The
right-hand side shows a free-jet region to investigate
development of jet flow and velocity distribution.
Figure 3(a) shows a solid model of whole
multi-stage nozzle. Figure 3(b) shows an example of
unstructured computational grid around the water drop
forming chamber which is one of main mixing parts of
cooling fluids. To obtain ultra-thin oil film to be
coated on the surface of tiny water drop, it consists of
very complicated ring type and circumferential several
passages as seen these figures.

(b) Water drop forming chamber.
Fig. 3. Solid model and computational grid around
water drop forming chamber.

(a) Pressure distribution.

Fig. 2. Computational grid of top nozzle.

2.2 Boundary condition
A fixed inlet velocity condition based on the
designed outlet velocity of top nozzle and atmospheric
pressure at nozzle exit were imposed. The working
fluid of water of 25°C is released by free jet flow in the
exit of the nozzle.
On the other hand, regarding the boundary
condition of the three inlets of air inlet (inlet 1 in
Fig.3(a)), water spray nozzle (inlet 3) and oil spray

(b) Velocity magnitude.

(c) Velocity vectors.
Fig. 4. Computational results of top nozzle.
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nozzle (inlet 2) in multi-stage nozzle, a fixed velocity
of 0.03m/s, 0.04m/s and 0.0177m/s respectively are
imposed according to the actual operation condition.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
3.1 Top nozzle
Figure 4 shows numerical results of pressure and
velocity magnitude distribution and velocity vectors
around top nozzle. Pressure inside nozzle is well
propagated toward nozzle exit showing atmospheric
pressure. Free jet velocity is decreasing at the
downstream from the nozzle exit and circular jet flow
phenomena such as development of boundary layer
near core region, jet velocity distribution and
re-entrainment is hydro dynamically well simulated.
3.2 Multi-stage nozzle
In Fig.5 numerical results of pressure and
velocity magnitude contours on mid-section plane at
air-inlet of multi-stage nozzle are shown.

(a) Pressure distribution.

(a) Pressure distribution.

(b) Velocity magnitude distribution.
Fig. 7. Computational results in middle section along
the oil forming nozzle.

(a) Junction of oil spray nozzle (①).

(b) Velocity magnitude distribution.
Fig. 5. Computational results in the middle section
along the water spray nozzle.

(a) Near oil spray nozzle.

(b) Re-inflow passage.

Fig.(①)
6. Velocity vectors around oil forming chamber
).

(b) Junction of water spray nozzle (②).

(c) Re-inflow junction (③).
Fig. 8. Velocity vectors near spray nozzle
junctions
and re-inflow passage.
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(a) Near oil spray nozzle.

(b) Near water spray nozzle.

(c) Near second water drop forming chamber (1st re-inflow passage).

(d) Near second water drop forming chamber (2nd re-inflow passage).
Fig. 9. Computational results of velocity distribution, pressure, velocity vectors at several inflow sections.
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Flow is flowing toward right-hand side, and
relatively low pressure is distributed near oil spray
nozzle (① in Fig.5(b)) and water spray nozzle due to
contraction of flow passages. Then the pressure
gradually decreases toward nozzle exit. On the other
hand in Fig.5(b), relatively high velocity at oil forming
nozzle influences on the velocity near water forming
nozzle. By this influence, most of fluids from oil
forming chamber flows into water forming chamber,
so that film coating is accelerated. Eventually the
ultra-thin oil film coating for water droplet is obtained.
At the exit, oil coated water droplets (coolant)
vigorously jet out due to the decrease of flow passage.
In details of velocity vectors in Fig.6, a small
circulation zone is observed at main nozzle near the
junction areain Fig.6(a). After main stream of oil, the
remains of oils reenter to the water forming chamber
through re-inflow passage(② in Fig.5(b)) in Fig.6(b)
and they help to mixing water and oil.
Figure 7 shows numerical results at another
middle section plane along the oil forming nozzle. As
investigated in Figs.5 and 6, it is easy to understand
the velocity and pressure distributions. Especially,
pressure near junctions of spray nozzles propagates
like a wave of sound from its source. Nozzle areas are
easily detected from the velocity contours. The main
stream form the air and oil spray nozzle is well flow
down through the main nozzle. In Fig.8(a) and (b), the
flow has somewhat large circulation in the passages
both nozzle junctions before it flows into main nozzle.
This circulation plays an important role of mixing the
small amount of oil and air. Then, fluid from the
bypass is merged into main stream without circulation,
so that it makes smooth mixing and flowing of cutting
fluid. In this figure, numbers of ①, ② and ③ in circle
represent the numbers in Fig.7(a).
Figure 9 shows pressure, velocity magnitude
contours and velocity vectors on several inflow
sections of the oil spray nozzle, water spray nozzle
and water drop chamber in multi-stage nozzle. It is
well simulated that from each nozzle inlet located at
circumferential direction of main nozzle, mixing
flows are coming into main nozzle. Pressure is
gradually decrease along the flow direction and flow

Fig. 10. Streamlines of multi-stage nozzle.
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velocity is increase at the nozzle. Several pathway and
jet flows help making tiny water droplet and thin oil
film coatings.
Figure 10 shows streamlines of internal flow in
entire multi-stage nozzle from nozzle inlet to outlet. It
reads off the complicated flow structure and mixing
process in recirculation regions, inflow and outflow
channel, where recirculation regions are designed for
smooth mixing among air, water and oil. Actually the
present multi-stage nozzle was made and tested, and
showed its excellent performance in the rate of reuse
of cutting oil, the evaluation of air and water pollution,
roughness of cutting surface and the replacement
period of cutting fluid10). However, due to the
computational problems, it is still difficult to predict
the size of water droplet and the thickness of oil film
coating.
4. CONCLUSION
For the purpose of the advance design of cutting
fluid supplying nozzle with ultra-thin oil film coating
of water droplet, numerical simulation of three
dimensional mixed fluid jet flows through multi-stage
nozzle was performed. As the results, internal flow in
complicated multi-stage nozzle was well simulated at
the entire flow regions including water droplet
forming chamber, oil and water spry nozzle, and top
nozzle, so that it is well known the mixing process of
air, water and oil in multi-component flow and their
complicated flow pattern and structure. In the
computation of top nozzle, jet flow characteristics
such as development of mixing flow, re-entrainment
and jet intensity were intelligibly analyzed. As far as
this simulation is concerned, the present model of
multi-stage nozzle system is favorable especially in
the jet flow structure, atomization of water droplet and
mixing of working fluids.
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